Guoman Hotels' The Grosvenor returns to former glory for London's
golden year
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Guoman Hotels' The Grosvenor, London's oldest railway hotel, has come to the end of an extensive interior
and exterior refurbishment project, as the world's eyes turn to the capital for 2012.
The iconic Grade II-listed property, which originally opened its doors in 1862 and was the first hotel in
the capital to have fully functioning lifts, has been restored to its full Victorian splendour by Guoman
Hotels.
Managing Director of Guoman and Thistle Hotels, Heiko Figge, said: "The reputation and history of The
Grosvenor hotel (http://www.guoman.com/en/corporate/the_grosvenor_hotel.html) makes it a valuable
addition to the Guoman Hotels portfolio and allows us to build on our London presence for 2012. We have
invested a great deal into blending the hotel's original charm with modern day comforts to reinstate The
Grosvenor as one of the grandest and most well-loved hotels in London
(http://www.thistle.com/en/group/find_a_hotel.html?searchby=city&city=London)."
During the course of the 18-month project Guoman has worked hand-in-hand with experts from English
Heritage to lovingly preserve and revitalise the building's original architectural features. This
included the reinstatement of the original gold leaf finish, hand painted onto all the columns in the
grand lobby as well as the uncovering of original white marble on the iconic pillars, which were
discovered as the works progressed.
The end of the project will also see the hotel officially become the fifth member of the luxury Guoman
Hotels portfolio. Presented at an impressive four-star deluxe standard, all of The Grosvenor's 346
bedrooms have been transformed to a high specification. There is a new residents' gym, offering the
latest fitness equipment, as well as a fully-enhanced meeting and conference space where all of the rooms
are named after iconic trains - a direct homage to the hotel's heritage as a central railway hotel.
Meanwhile, the sweeping marble staircase at the heart of the building now leads to a new destination bar,
Reunion, underlining the hotel's reputation as the ideal central spot for meetings and champagne
gatherings in the hub of Victoria.
Other points of the full refurbishment include:
- Restoration of the light and airy lounge area, perfect for an informal meeting or a traditional
afternoon tea
- The creation of Grand Imperial, a Cantonese fine dining restaurant which includes a private dining room
for 20
- Creation of nine new meeting rooms on the first floor, with accommodation for groups of up to 110
- A new manned business centre
- Creation of three new executive Suites including a separate lounge area, heated bathroom floors, a roll
top bath and rainfall shower, a Nespresso coffee machine, a complimentary mini bar and flowers, fruit and
Champagne on arrival
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- ENDS About Guoman Hotels
Guoman Hotel Management Limited operates two hotel brands within the UK market; Guoman Hotels, an
exclusive collection of luxury hotels (http://www.guoman.com/) located in central London and Thistle
Hotels, a chain of quality UK hotels (http://www.thistle.com/).
Guoman Hotels in the UK consists of four landmark properties; Charing Cross, The Cumberland, The Royal
Horseguards, The Tower and the newest addition, The Grosvenor in Victoria. Whilst each hotel in the
portfolio is different with its own unique identity and style, each provides the very highest levels of
comfort and service to its guests.
Guoman Hotel Management Limited is a wholly-owned subsidiary of GuocoLeisure Ltd, part of the Hong Leong
Group which has hospitality and leisure businesses across the globe with hotels in Europe, USA,
Australasia and Asia.
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